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About This Game

Mausoleum of the Medusa is a love song to brutal, old-school arena combat. Perseus and Medusa are trapped in a
deathmatch--but the gods raise them from the dead! Put on a good show to break the cycle and be rewarded!

Old-School Depth meets Modern Design

Slay Medusa with faster light strikes or slower power attacks! The clock is ticking!

Charge your sword to illuminate the dark--but at the cost of mobility!

Respawn via a seamless in-game mechanic--never break your pace!

Discover your playstyle and learn how to defeat Medusa in First Blood mode
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Compete for the top spot on Steam's leaderboard in Arcade Mode

Other Features

Free! (not freemium)

Runs on Windows, OSX, and Linux

All-original pixel art, music, and sound design

Medusa is a passion project by two guys in love with Dark Souls, the original Legend of Zelda, pixel art, and Clash of the
Titans!
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mausoleum of the medusa

Fluid, original and deep gameplay mechanics.

The design make it feels like it's a casual game, but it really isn't.\\
The leveling is way too hard for casual players.
Even if you understand and use the various combo, the ennemy is pushing way too fast and hard.
I get stuck on the 4th level while my character is fully upgraded and I'm fully focused on the game.

So very good for tryharder, not for people who'd like to progress peacefully without re-doing each level 10times.

. Really hoping this game's interface is gonna get a reboot soon as it kinda killed the hype when the game itself performed in a
rather sluggish manner + clunky camera issues. Worth it for its price? hell no. Im gonna have to grind in a few more hours to
even understand what is going but hey thats what I paid for.

However, I can tell this is pretty different from anything I've played and it feels fresh. Sadly, this game's reliance on some really
crude graphics (that world map sigh) really pulls away from the experience. I can only hope they go for a minimalist approach to
the interace as well as provide short & simple tutorial in order for noobs like me to understand some of the intricacies the
gameplay has to offer.

I fear that all of this use of crude art and equally crude interface is part of the developer's vision to make a rustic looking game
in line with its 'theme' but I must say that idea has completely missed its mark.. Indie PC shoot'em'up game by RebRank that
was originally released in 2011. Second game in the Samidare series.

RefRain is not a game about dodging bullets. Your character has a lot of special abilities and ways to cancel enemy projectiles.
Beating the game on any difficulty is more about shooting aggressively, learning to use your special attacks and timing bullet
cancels rather than dodging or reactions.

The game has superb presentation. Menus, interface and all the 2D art look super slick. Great trance soundtrack that often syncs
to gameplay and stage progression. 3D can look dated but gets the job done. Easily one of the coolest\/cleanest shmup
presentations out there.

The main gimmick in RefRain is a special attack system called 'MEFA2' which gives each ship four different special attacks.
The fourth level of attack gives you invulnerability and temporarily stuns large enemies and bosses. You also have a bullet
cancelling bomb which helps with recharging the MEFA2 based on how many bullets you cancel.
Most bosses can be chained between stun state and bullet cancel for about half of the fight which is weird but gives a satisfying
rhythm to combat.

Point blanking and aggressive movement is rewarded with a lot of the ships\/attacks which can be fun and awarding. You are
given one shield hit per life that gets recharged between stages. Getting hit once or twice will not have a big cost.

Scoring system seems pretty well thought out: involves shooting enemies up close for high value items, timing bullet
cancels\/MEFA2 perfectly and speedkilling enemies for time bonuses and more waves. On bosses and larger enemies you can
activate a big multiplier by dealing hits on them as they are stunned, and finishing off with MEFA2 attacks. This requires
precise timing and gauge management. There's an overall multiplier called Prism Count that goes up based on various factors
and tanks whenever you get hit. Not sure from my limited experience if scoring play remains exciting\/risk=reward at a high
level.

RefRain puts a lot of emphasis on the overarching story & theme of being set inside a computer. You get bits of story via
unlocked mail messages as you play. The ingame music player even tells you a bit about the development of the game and has
art for each song.

There are some obvious nods to older shoot'em'ups such as Ikaruga and Hellsinker. As a warning though: if you're a shmup fan
looking for a difficult arcade-level challenge or precise dodging this may not be your thing. Beating the game on the highest
difficulty will not be challenging for veterans of the genre. But deathless clear and scoring are there.
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For most people I highly recommend this game, at least if you like 2D action games. This can be a great entry point into
shoot'em'ups if you haven't really played them before. The game has excellent presentation and you're given a powerful &
versatile player ship.
Shooters of this kind that that try different types of gameplay with a ton of effort put into them by small teams are out there.
Most of them never got released outside japan, but degica and some others are now changing that which is awesome.. This was
one of my first VR titles and I was pretty impressed with it for the most part. The narrative was decent and the production
values were strong. It's on the short side (I have finished it once) and while the quality was good the interactivity is a bit limited.
If you are looking for an on-rails VR experience piloting a stompy mech and shooting at lots of things this is probably what you
want. Note that the content is somewhat adult oriented and there is some mild language that may be too much for younger kids,
though tweens and teens should be fine. I wish I could give this a neutral rating based on the interactivity, content length and
price point but that's not possible so I am voting thumbs up but would encourage waiting for a sale or a price drop and knowing
what you are getting in to.. I rather enjoy this game. Has quite a learning curve but the basics of the game are still easy to grasp
though. It is undoubtedly repetitive, but for the most part I don't find repetitive trading mechanics boring, especially when
there's a bit of naval combat, some missions and such thrown in the mix. Campaign is decent, although the extended freeplay is
where the most fun to be had is imo.. I fart in your general direction! Your mother was a hamster, and your father smelt of
elderberries!. Greet story
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Math

Puzzles

MMMMMM. I'm still very, very early in the game so don't have much to say. :(

I CAN say I'm enjoying my time with the game and love the artwork. Will update.... Fun game to play, a few hours of good fun
and definatly worth my $1. how do I run this soundtrack? when i click run it just run the game
\u6709\u4ec0\u4e48\u529e\u6cd5\u53ef\u4ee5\u9009\u5177\u4f53\u54ea\u9996\u97f3\u4e50\u6765\u542c\u5417\uff1f any
way to select which track to listen?. Well, something to have at hand when you don't know what to play and jsut want to
have some casual fun......
good little game. I enjoyed this game quite a bit. I bought it back around the time it released for full price, and I never regretted
it. And even now years later I look back fondly on this game.
I think I may play it again as one of the other classes...
You can choose three basic classes - warrior, ranger, mage. Later on you get to choose your god based on which class you
choose (3 per class iirc). These choices add certain other abilities. But they do not seem to make a ton of difference from what I
saw. But it was still a neat idea.

The game is fairly basic, and the combat lacks weight (feels like you are hitting air).
But If you enjoy MMOs or mythology, you will probably enjoy this. It does not take a lot of time to finish it (30 hrs, and I am
one of thos egamers that explores every nook and cranny and goes back to previous areas to re-explore after important plot
events).

It is a good in between game while you are waiting for something else to release.

The story was nothing spectacular, but definitely enough to keep me wanting to see more. I was definitely engaged.. Men Of
Valor
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on,
good amount of action and special effects

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.99 Or Less During Sale. I've had this game for quite a while now and I must say the core
game mode 'guards & thieves' is an absolute blast to play with friends!
But in stead of expanding the number of quality levels or finally(!) finishing the half baked level editor, the developer is (only
sporadically) adding all kinds of idiotic contect and game modes that are a meager derivative of the core game. I mean: racing,
zombies, football ... ? Come on!

I'd greatly appreciate it if the developer would return its attention to what the game originally set out to be: a game of guards and
thieves.. It was an awesome experience to explore and quest throughout this world. I felt like an overwhelmed little country
'wup' the first time I made it to the sprawling Popocity. From the interesting origin story, to all the different races and their
interactions, this game was very immersive and enjoyable.
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